SYSTRAN Anonymizer
for

beyond language

Key Benefits
Privacy: pseudonymize key
people, replace irrelevant
names with asterisks, replace
personal numbers with pound
signs. Securely transfer
documents to others for a
relevancy review without
transferring key personal
information.
Protection: redact irrelevant
parts of names to meet
production requirements
without providing ammunition
for new claims and ensure
information security.
Mitigation: eliminate personal
data and account numbers
from historical records to reuse business intelligence.
Efficiency: reduce the time
and cost for monumental and
time-intensive tasks.

ABOUT
The eDiscovery anonymization tool, conceptualized by the international law firm Reed
Smith LLP, applies rigorous anonymization techniques to the full text and metadata of
electronic documents within the kCura Relativity e-Discovery platform. Anonymization can
be used to mask identifying details in documents such as names, addresses, identification
numbers, and amounts. However, anonymized documents retain sufficient information for
most relevancy reviews. Users also have the ability to “pseudononymize” selected names
replacing pre-identified names with chosen pseudonyms on a mass basis to provide
another option for privacy protection.
To schedule a demo, contact SYSTRAN at anonymizer@systrangroup.com

WHEN
+ Facing litigation in the U.S and required to submit all relevant emails housed
on servers in Europe. EU law prohibits transferring personal information.
Anonymizer can mask all identifying data without risking severe sanctions
+ Involved in U.S. class action litigation and must produce documents regarding
an allegedly defective part. Redact names and numbers of parts not at issue to
prevent the plaintiffs’ lawyers from concocting new claims about other parts
using Anonymizer
+ Looking for a way to retain documents and forms for future purposes without
risking disclosure of personal data. Anonymizer can be used to eliminate the
identifying information.

WHAT
Overview
SYSTRAN CMLess Anonymizer provides a connection between kCura Relativity and
SYSTRAN anonymization using the SYSTRAN Anonymizer Server (SAS). The goal of
CMLess Anonymizer is to protect sensitive data through anonymization while maintaining
sufficient context so that the anonymized text may be understood and used for case analysis.
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Key Features of SYSTRAN Anonymizer
+ Automatic anonymization of key items in English language text including: person
names, place names, amounts, dates and other potentially sensitive data.
+ Support for protection from anonymization, and substitution of identified text with alternate text.
+ Ability to create custom configurations with one or more custom dictionaries and substitutions.
+ Protection of the anonymization process using user-group permissions at the
workspace level.
+ Export of anonymization document information. This information may be useful for billing purposes.
+ Custom tabs for configuration and status information. Custom view for reviewing
the list of document Extracted Text and Anonymized Extracted Text fields.

To learn more about SYSTRAN’s machine
translation solutions for eDiscovery, visit
www.systransoft.com/business-solutions/multi-language-ediscovery/

Requirements
For the SYSTRAN Anonymizer Server (SAS) the system requirements are as follow.
+ Windows 7, Windows 10, Windows Server 2012 or 2012R2
+ Redis (latest stable release)
+ MongoDB (latest stable release)
+ Python 2.7
+ Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome
For the kCura Relativity application the requirements are as follow.
+ kCura Relativity 9.3, 9.4 or 9.5
+ Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1 or later
+ For SYSTRAN Anonymizer Server (SAS) connection: - Network access to the server
and a webservice address - Valid server API key
+ Internet Explorer 8.0 or later, or Google Chrome
+ CMLess Anonymizer does not currently support the Relativity “Data Grid” feature
+ compatible with SES 8.5 and SES 8.6.1
+ Baseline commitment is 1500 cps on a 2 CPU system (Intel Xeon CPU ES3676 @ 2.40GHz, 64-bit)
The SYSTRAN Anonymizer for Relativity can be used on its own – for anonymization only of English text. It can also be used
in conjunction with CMLess Relativity+SES, where it will anonymize the translated text.
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ABOUT SYSTRAN
SYSTRAN has been the market leader in language translation products and solutions, covering all types of platforms, from desktop to Internet to enterprise servers for the last 49 years. We operate globally with locations in
the Americas, APAC, and EMEAI.
As the first translation company, SYSTRAN is continuing to lead the innovation in language technologies.
SYSTRAN’s brand new Purely Neural Machine Translation (PNMT) products utilize Neural Networks and Deep
Learning algorithms to achieve unprecedented translation quality that is near human translation levels.
For the latest information on PNMT technology, please visit our blog: blog.systransoft.com.

